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hile reading Graham Creene’s The Honor- : w ’ ary Consul (Simon & Schuster; 315 pp.; 
$7.95) I was reminded every so often of Machado 
d’Assis (1839-1908), the shy, epileptic mulatto whose 
masterpieces, Epitaph for a Small Winner and Dom 
Camano, transcend nationality and language and are 
comparable to Flaubert or Henry James. In its moral, 
political and religious sensitivity Greene’s writing in 
this novel rivals Machado’s, which Samuel Putnam 
called “as mystery laden as life itself.” 

A great and quintessentially British novelist, Creene 
a!most magically evokes the sun-drenched buredom of B 
provincial Argentinian town on the Paraguayan border 
with that sweet-and-sour melancholy humor, that 
gentle and biting irony with which the great Brazilian 
conjured up  his still provincial Rio de Janeiro of 1873. 
The ambience, the specific weight of South American 
light and air, of space and floating fragrances, may have 
remained constant, but the horror differs. No longer is it 
that of the inhiques and coups de thkatre confined to 
individual destinies, relationships, illusions and follies. 
The horror that now violently pervades collectivities, 
classes nations was inconceivable in Machado d‘Assis’s 
tirfie. In the Latin America of 1973, the continent of the 
Generals, of Peron, Stroessner, Ugarte and Castel Branco, 
individuals have been reduced to semiabstractions, non- 
persons, expendable in ruthless, uninterrupted games of 
power. In futile attempts at security they lock ‘‘even the 
doors of internal rooms, the bedroom, the lavatory . , . 
not against robbers, but against the police, the military, 
the official assassins.” 

Nevertheless, The Honorary Consul is not a political 
novel. I t  is a parable which has some painful political 
lessons to teach, but which in essence is a parable of love 
in its highest sense. At the same time, with so many of 
Greene’s novels, it might share the subtitle “Catholicism 
Revisited.” 

The plot is a temfyingly plausible one for 1973. In 
the sleepy border town, alcoholic Charley Fortnum, a 
British consul of the “Honornry” variety-that is, with- 
out diplomatic or even consular status-is kidnapped by 
guerrillas who mistake him for a visiting American am- 
bassador. When .his captors find themselves stuck. with 
a worthless and irrelevant prisoner, they lack both the 
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authority and the intelligence to deviate from their pre- 
set scenario, and threaten to kill Fortnum unless ten 
political prisoners are freed across the Paraguayan 
border. From the start they are destined to be the losers, 
for in the game of power the professionals of Law and 
Order possess both the apparatus and the know-how to 
deal with idealistic amateurs, handicapped, moreover, by 
moral scruples about liquidating harmless and sodden 
sexagenarians. 

There is a half-forgotten novelist of machismo-Greene 
gives him the name of Don Quixote’s Saavreda-who in 
a pathetic and vain gesture offers himself as a substitute 
hostage. Fortnum, sure he is going to be killed, lies 
“still as an embryo which has failed to get born” in a 
hut in the barrio, worrying about his new wife, Clara, a 
girl he picked up in the efficiently run bordello of Seiiora 
Sanchez, “a very stout lady with a dimpled face and a 
welcoming smile from which kindliness was oddly lack- 
ing.” His friend and Clara’s lover, the skeptical Doctor 
Plarr (hnlf English, hence devoid of machismo, but en. 

dowed with a stif€ upper lip), is willy-nilly drawn into 
the conspiracy. The predictably successful police action 
results in a number of corpses, which I must not identify 
in order not to spoil the first reading of this book as a 
brilliant political whodunit. But in a h t ,  tense reading 
one is bound to miss many of Greene’s sharp observa- 
tions: “‘Tell me about yoiuself, dear,’ and her eyes 
glazed over with lack of interest. . . .” 

More important is that only on second reading does 
one begin to realize the consummate art with which 
both the timelessness and the contemporaneity of the 
country are evoked and integrated with these human 
destinies, thrown together in a situation of extreme crisis. 
At the moment of truth the hard-nosed pragmatist, the 
flat-footed sod, the infantile whore who is his wife,’the 
vain Saavreda, the defrocked priest who cannot shed his 
priesthood reveal who they truly are, share in the Intact- 
ness of the truly human at their core, are as if brushed 
by a quality of love which, is close to Agape. Each of the 
semiabstracted pawns in the conflict between an all- 
pervading institutionalized evil and the stimngs toward 
a more just society sheds the masks donned in order to 
cope with life in hell, masks fashioned out of condition- 
ing, fear, neurosis, self-deception. 

Father L h n ,  the excommunicated priest turned guer- 
rilla, . a Greenean key-figure, has married an illiterate 
Indian girl out of “anger and loneliness. I never meant 
her any harm, poor woman,” he says, To Fortnum’s ques- 
tion, “Why anger?” he replies with irony: “The Church, 
my Mother the Church. . , .” He has lost his faith, yes, 
but only his “faith in the Church. Or in what they have 
made of it. Of course I know one day things may be 
better. But I was ordained when Pope John was Pope. 
I am not patient enough to wait for another John.“ 

“I think sometimes,” Father Ligon ponders, “the mem- 
- ory of that man, that carpenter, can lift a few people out 

of the temporary Church of these terrible years, when 
the Archbishop sits down to dinner with the General.” 
His credo in the hour of his inescapable death: “I believe 
in the evil of God, but I believe in His goodness too.” 
For “God is joined to us in a sort of blood transfusion. His 
good blood is in our veins, and our tainted blood runs 
through His. . . . ” One of the others asks him: “Do you 
still call yourself a Catholic, believing all that?” “Yes, I 
call myself a Catholic, whatever the bishops may say. 
Or the Pope.” 

The Homy ConsuZ-as before it The Power and ths 
Glory, The Heart of the Matter, The Burned-Out Case- 
seems to crystallize around a theologtcal core, a Weltun- 
schauung, which from novel to novel is in constant evo= 
lution, without ever being explicitly formulated. Thfs is 
precisely as it should be for an artist, always the ex- 
periencer, never the theoretician, of the Divine. The 
Honorary Consul is the consummate expression of this 
writer’s ever deepenin3 insight into man’s nature and 
the attainment of that embracing compassion which is 
only born from this wisdom. With all its irony, its skepti- 
cism about man, this. novel is absolute in its afflnnation 
of the human. It is a profound and moving work of art, 


